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CHAPTER I 

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

Until recent years , all the principal characters in 

English literature were adults . Children had no place in 

literature except . as they might affect their elders and their 

elders' relations to one another . It was not eonsidered 

necessary by the writers to reveal the development of the 

childhood of their main characters . Children were supposed 

to be seen and not heard . This belief seemed to dominate 

literature until about the nineteenth century . writers diffe 

in their opinions as to when· the child entered literature . 

The following extracts taken from magazine articles show the 

views .of several authors upon this subject: 

· ""Ten or twelve years ago , if I remember rightly , " writes 

May Sinclair , "the grown- up person (in English fiction) had 

it all his own way . The child was not welcomed on his wn 

account . " 1 · 

"In all the great civilizations of the past the primacy 

of adult interests and adult values were axiomatic . Socrates 

and Lucretius , Dante and Chaucer , Shakespeare ., Milton , Vol tai e 

--all the representative men of the creative epochs of his 

tory were . grown- up and produced grown- up works . Adult in

terests and values were higher than the valu~s and interests 

of childhooa . "2 

l Sinclair , May: "Eternal Child" in Bookman XXIII (July , 
1906) , 488- 90 . 

2 Huxley , ldous• "The Cult of the Infantile" in The New 
Current Digest , ( pril , 1933) , 595- 96 
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"To the whole of the seventeenth century , and indeed to 

the whole of the eighteenth century , that is , roughly speak

ing, from Shakespeare , Jonson, and Greene on to Blake , almost 

without exception , the child was but a thwarted adult·, tol

erated · only beeause he would sometime redeem his _ present statE 

of ·servility and incapacity by growing up . The only _praise 

which poor little children could be sure of was that they werE 

like- -not children--but grown up women and men . Neither as 

a physical fact nor as a spiritual state had childhood any 

adequate recognition . "1 

change has begun in English Literature . The writers 

are considering the infancy of their heroes as important . It 

may be that Freud and his fellow psycho- analysts , as one writ

er2 believes , helped to call our novelists ' attention to the 

fact nth.at life ' s conflicts do ·not begin at the altar .but in 

the era dle • " 

That deeper S'j1lllpathy toward humanity , an outgrowth of 

Romanticism , no doubt, had its influence which helped to pro

duce the change in the attitude of writers toward childhood . 

"Middle- aged and even grey- bearded babies began · to appear 

among the adults , both in the world of fact and in that of 

1 Guiney , Louise Imogene: "Childhood in Engl_ish Seventeenth · 
Century Poetry" in Catholic World 
LXXXIII (July , .1906) , 447- 55 

2 Hansl, E . vom B. : "Child in Modern Literature" in Bookman 
LXI (March , 1925) , 37- 42 
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artistic fiction . The morbid cult of infant111ty had begun 

with the nineteenth century . nl 

The fact that the child has .invaded modern literatur.e 

and is made ·as important as the adult produces a problem 

worthy of profitable investigation . It is interesting to 

prove: 

1 . Why was early literature devoid of realistic 

children? 

2 . When and where does the invasion o.f the child 

begin? 

3 . What caused the writers to change their attitude 

toward the child? 

It has been the purpose of my investigation to attempt to 

answer these questions and to study the development of 

In.fantilism from the beginning of the invasion , with .the 

re pres en ta tive writers of each period , to· twentieth century 

11 tera tu.re . 

1 Huxley, · ldous: "Tbe Cult of the Infantile" in The New 
Current Diges~ III ( pril , 1933) , 595 



CHAPTER II 

HISTORY OF INFANTILISM 

I have read early English Literature for the purpose or 
finding wbat ·interest was shown in children. The earliest of 

this literature, the nglo-Saxon Poetry, revealed almost 

nothing. Heroic literature is concerned with adults. The 

Anglo-Norman Literature, 1100-1340, though written at a time 

when the church was powerful and Christ's emphasis on the 

simple beauty of childlife1 was well known, still offers 

little. During this period of writing, romance was in the 

air and 1 t became the business of writers to satisfy this 

popular. taste • 

I ·have found just three child characters in the cycles 

of romance. I shall relate briefly the stories in which these 

children appear. The first one is the boy, Perceval, charac

ter from the story of Perceval Le Gallois. 2 

Perceval bad been pampered ~nd spoiled by his mother, 
who hoped to keep him at home with her~ She tried to 
prevent his learning about the Knights of King rthur's 
Court, but one day when Perceval was playing in a near
by forest he met several men and asked them to tell who 
they were•" After learning that these men were knights, 
Perceval determined to become a knight at King Arthur's 
Court. He rode out into the world against: his mother .'s 
wish. 

l Matthew XVIII~ 1-7, St. Mark X: 13-17 
2 Summary from Perceval Le Gallois, (Paris, 1530), transla- · 

tion by Dr! Walter Pennington 

. -6-
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In this account of Perceval very little is told about 

his early childhood . It . is true that one is able to draw 

rather definite conclusions concerning his early training · 

from his later deeds . This account 9f the boyhood of Perceval 

illustrates the tendency of early writers to treat briefly 

the childhood of characters . They were more interested in 

the heroic deeds of grown men . 

The second child is found in this same story of Perceval 

Le Gallois . 1 

She is a maid approachi ng womanhood , who has 
received the odd name, "the maid with the narrow 
sleeves , " because , though large sleeves are the 
fashio~ for grown- up ladies, she is forced to wear 
narrow ones . t her father's castle there is a 
tournament in which the Knight , Malians de Lys , 
who is the lover of the little maid's older sister , 
distinguishes himself . Lady guests and the two 
sisters are in a room of the tower, from which they 
watch the tournament . The. younger daughter is neat
ly dressed but her sleeves are tight and narrow . · s 
they watch the lmights , the little maid sees Ge.wain , 
who is disguised as a merchan t . She ·declares that 
he is of more beauty than Malians de Lys . The elder 
sister is so provoked by this remark that she slaps 
her sister on the cheek . The ladies who are near blame 
the older girl . 

The elder daughter tells her father about Gawain . 
The father decides to go to the home of Guerin , where 
Gawain is staying . In the meantime , the little maid 
goes secretly to Gawain and entreats him to bear arms 
for her love in the next day's tournament . Gawain 
promises to grant her request . The little maid ' s 
father , whom she takes into her confidence , tells 
her she may have a pair of very large sleeves made 
from crimson satin . She presents the sleeves to 
Gawa in , who promises to wear them, as a token from 
her , in the tournament . 

l Summary from Percevai Le Gallois , (Paris , 1530) , 
translation by Dr . Walter Pennington 
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The next day , Gawain , wearing the sleeve, over
throws all opponets in the lists and proves that the 
little maid is right in selecting him for her champion . 
Then Gawain , to justify her, does not ride farther on 
his way till he proclaims to all the castle that he 
is r thur 's nephew , knight of the Round Table • 

The child in this episode adds a human touch to the story . 

However , the chief interest throughout the remainder of the 

story is not in the child , but in the. deeds of the knights . 

In this same romance , there is another incident told of 

a child , son of Gawain and nephew of Brandelis . 

Gawain and Brandelis are fighting . The mother 
of the five year old child runs to her room in order 
to get the son to place him between the fighting men . 
The mother says to h1ln very gently , "Dear son , go 
quickly to the great knight yonder , who is your uncle . 
Know that I am fU.11 sister to him . Believe well , in 
truth , that for nothing should he conquer your father 
against whom he is fighting ~ Dear son , go to the feet 
of your uncle , kiss him and beg him that he may not 
wish to kill your father . " 

The child does as his ~mother instructs and going 
to the feet of his uncle, says , "Dear uncle , through 
me , my mother asks you that you may .not ish to kill 
my father . Dear uncle , for the. honor of God , grant 
her this request or otherwise she must die of grief 
when you have killed him . " _ 

When the·King sees the child he is moved with pity 
and cannot keep fran weeping , but Brandelis speaks 
harshly and kicks the boy so that he falls bleeding 
upon the pavement . The King picks up the child and 
kisses •his face and eyes many times . TlLe King rebukes. 
Brandelis for his cruel treatment of the child . He 
says , "You show yourself very cruel and one sees 
well that in you there is no pity , clemency , or gentle
ness , since you have done so great an injury to so 
beautiful a creature and lacked little of killing him 
with your blow . Since you are so cruel , I ·am determin-· 
ed that henceforth the child will be for my comfort . " 

While the King and Brandelis are talking , Gawain . 
has a ru1ance to wipe the blood from his face and rest . 
Then Brandelis and Gawain renew their combat . en 
the mother sees the knights fighting again , she goes 
to the King for t~e child , who holds out his ha~ds 
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to her . She places herself with the child between 
the two fighting knights . She says , "My child , 
pray your father that he may have mercy on your mother 

· and may not put my brother to death . n 
The child does not reply, but looks at the bright

ness of the swords and begins to smile . The knights 
are touching their swords together , but they do no 
more harm , because one cannot come against the other 
on account of the mother and the laughing child . s 
if he is looking into a mirror , the child tries to 
catch the glittering gleam of the sword . 

An attempt has been made here to pict'UI'e a natural five• 

year old child , an effort of an early writer to make a child 

character just as important as a grown- up . It is obvious 

that the first speeeh the child makes to his uncle , is not 

natural for a five year old boy . It is not probable that 

a child would have said , ''for the honor of God grant her this 
~ 

request or otherwise she must die of grief . " If the mother 

had repeated these words to her son ·before he went to his 

-uncle , it would not have been impossible for him to have 

remembered . them, but she merely sugg~sted that he kiss his 

uncle and beg him not to kill his father . 

In the second scene the actions of the child seem almost 

too young for a five year old . The King has been holding the 

son . The mother goes to the King for the child , who holds 

out his hands to her . This impulse seems rather childish 

for a boy five years old . The actions of the child seem 

quite natural , in this same scene , when he smiles and tries 

to catch the bright sword . child , not realizing the danger 

of a sharp sword , would be attracted by the brightness of the 

object and want to catch it for a plaything . The rthurian 

stories form .the largest body of writing produced in England 
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before the age of Chaucer, 1340-1400, yet they net us little 

for our study. . · 

I have examined Chaucer's writings · for the purpose of- . 

finding child characters. Slight reference is ma.de to child 

characters in three stories from The Canterbury Tales. The 

child or chorister boy who is descr·ibed in the Prio:ress Tale 

is a little saint, who can scarcely be called a picture of 

artless childhood. 

A litel clergeoun, seven yeer of age, 
That day by day to scole was his wone; 
And eek also, wheras he saugh thymage 
Of Cristes mooder, he hadde in usage, 
As hym was taught, to knele adoun and ieye 
~is Ave Marie, as he goth by the weye. 

This little boy eager to learn the lma Redemptoris sings 
i t ··.as ·he passes to and from school. His way leads througn 
the Jewish quarters. The Jews, vexed by his singing, 
kill him, and cast his body into a pit. His weeping 
mother seeks him and happening by the pit, is made aware 
of his presence by the miracle of his dead lips s·till 
singing the Alma Redemptoris. 

In two ·other stories Chaucer has · emphasized the pathos 

of child.hood and suffering motherhood . In the Man of Law's 

tale there · i _s a touching passage where Constance and her babe 

are given away from the kingdom and exposed to the sea in the 

ship which has brought them. The mother kneels upon the sand 

before embarking and puts her trust in the Lord. 

1 Bates: Canterbury Pilgrims, 139 
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Hir litel child lay slepyng in hir arm, 
nd lmelynge, _pitously to hym she seyde, 

'Pees ·11tel sone, I wol do thee noon harmt' 
ith that hir kerchief of hir heed she breyde, 
nd over hise litel eyen she it leyde, 

An~ in hir arm she lulleth it full fast! 
nd into hevene hire eyen up she caste . 

Then she commits herself and her child to Mary by the 
love of Mary's child . 

nd up she rist , and walketh doun the stronde 
Toward the ship , hir folweth al the prees, 
nd evere she preyeth hire child to hold his pees.l 

gain in the Clerk's Tale of pa~ient Griselda, ·the effect 

of _the story is greatly heightened by the narrative of _the 

· successive partings of the mother and the child . The climax 

is reached in the burst of gladne·ss which overtakes Griselda 

at the restoration of her son and daughter . 

It is evident that Chaucer did not intend to make his 

children important . He has used these instances of child-

hood as an appeal to pity , not as objects of direct love or 

joy . 

The next period of literature investigated for child 

characters was ·the fifteenth century . I find that writers are 

ot interested in children . The ballads, which were popular 

at this time, had no place for childhood . One of the import-

ant writers of this century, Malory , does not consider the 

childhood of rthur in the book Morta d' rthur which he 

1 Wright: Poetical orks of Chaucer, 168 
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compiled .from the older French stories . He does 1ention 

the mysterious birth of rthur, but does not emphasize his 

boyhood . Arthur is fifteen years- old before he rea_lly is

given much attention . 

No particular attention is given to children by writers 

of the next century, the Renaissan·ce Period , 1500- 1660 . The 

sonnets which are one of the forms of -literature popular at 

this time are addressed chiefly to young women . 

Shakespeare, great genius that · he was in painting men 

and women characters, has not portrayed natural children . 

His child characters are often mere sketches that do not 

affect the plots of his dramas . 11 of his children with the 

exception of the pages are of noble birth . Child characters 

pl ay only a small part in the following dramas~ Titus 

Andronicus , Richard III , King John , Julius Caesar , Ma-cbeth , 

Henry IV, Winter ' s Tale , Coriolanus , and Measure for 

Measure . The fact that Shakespeare pictures children in 

but a few of his dramas indicates that he was not especially 

i nterested in characterizing children . Gradwohl , who has 

written an article about children of Shakespeare 1s dramas , 

says , "There are not many children in Shakespeare ' s dramas , 

and most of them are overshadowed by the great figures about 

them . nl 

1 Gradwohl , · R • J • : "The children of Shakespeare ' s Dramas" 
in Catholic World CXI ( pril , 1920) , 
77- 85 
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In one of Shakespeare ' s earliest plays , Titus ndronicus 

there is a boy , · Lucius , grandson of the great Roman general , 

Titus . · The boy first appears in a scerie with his grand

father and ·unt Lavinia , who has had her tongue and bands 

cut off by the brutal enemies of her father . When Titus 

gives vent to words that make Lavinia more miserable , the 

yound Lucius makes a suggestion . 

"Good grandsire , leave these bitter laments; 
.Make my aunt merry with some pleasing tal-e . "1 

It seems that the words which Shakespeare uses for the 

conversation of the ·boy sound too much like an adult ' s . 

child would not oall the complaints of the grandsire , "bitter 

laments . " It is not , hoVJever , unnatural that the boy suggest 

"some pl;asing tale" to comfort his aunt . He might have been 

cheered of a childish sorrow by the reading of a story; there 

fore , his first thought had been that a "pleasing tale" 

might soothe his aunt ' s misery . In the Fourth ct, the boy 

again appears . He is frightened because 'his aunt has follow

ed him from room to room . · The boy says to his gr andfather , 

"Help , grandsire , help 1 
My Aunt Lavinia follows me everywhere, 
I know not why , Good Unc.le Marcus , 
See ·how swift she comes , 
Alas·, sweet unt , I know not what you mean . "2 

1 Titus Andron1cus, IV , 1 , 3- 4 
2 Titus ndronicus, IV , 1 , 1- 4 
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These words do not seem as unnatural for a child as the 

next remark which the boy makes. The uncle has been dis

cussing the method of revenge upon his enemies. The boy step 

forward and volunteers to fight. · 

n y, with my dagger in their bosoms, grands ire. nl 

In the last scene of the play after Titus has been murdere_d, 

Lucius, the father of the boy, calls him to weep over his 

grandsire•s body. 

"Come hither, boy; come, and learn of us 
To melt in showers; thy graridsire lov'd thee well. 
Many a time he danc 1d thee on his lmee, 
Sung thee asleep, his loving breast thy pillow; 
Many a matter hath he told to thee 
Meet and agreeing with thine infancy. "2 

And the child replies with these words: 

no grandsire, grandsire, even with all heart 
Would I were dead, so you did live again. 
Q Lord, I cannot spe·ak to him for weeping; _ 
My tears will choke me, if I ope my mouth.tt3 

-
It is not probable that a child. would realize the mean-

ing of death as readily as this boy does. The child seems 

too wise for ~is age. 

The two princes, who are introduced in the play Richard 
. . 

.ill, though brothers, are entirely different. In the second 

scene of the second act, the Duchess of York has told the 

children that their father has been murdered. Th:e younger 

brother says, 

l Titus ndronicus, V, iii, 119 
2 Ti tu.s Andronicus, V ,_ iii, 160-165 
3 Titus Andronicus, V, 111, 172-175 
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"The King , my uncle , is to blame for this; 
God will revenge it; whom I will importune 
1th ·earnest prayers all to that effect . "l 

The words which Shakespeare -has · used for the thought·s 

of this child are not natural for one so young . I doubt if 

a child would know the meanings of "revenge" and '' importune . "2 

The elder brother is pictured as an ambitious , melan-

choly child . He greatly admires Julius Caesar . 

"That Julius Caesar was a famous man; 
Death makes no conquest of this conqueror; 
For_ n~w he lives in fame , · though not in life . "3 

~ 

. It does not seem possible that a young boy would speak 

in this manner . This elder brother declares that if he live 

to be a man he will win th.e ancient right in France again 

or die a soldier . There 1s a touch of childishness shown in 

his character when -he is uneasy about being left alone in 

London . He had expecte~ his mother and uncles to we l ·cam.e 

him and is disappointed because they have not yet arrived . 

Helen Bridges cha.racterizes this elder prince as '' gentle , 

wise , firm , manly , courageous , and dignified . He gave great 

promise of autumn fruit; but 1so wise , so young , they say , 

do · ne ' er live long . ,n4 

1 
2 

3 
4 

Richard III, II , ii , 13-15 
Nirs:" Gradwohl, who praises th~ children of Shakespeare in . 
her article in the Catholic World , { pril , -1920) , admits 
that the younger brother in this drama speaks "with a wis 
dom beyond his years • " 
Richard III, III, 1 , 84-88 
Bridges; "The Children in Shakespeare's Plays"_ in 

Shakespeariana , VI (February , 1889} , _ 82 
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Another child character is that of Prince rthur in the 

drama King John . He is pictured as a 'different type of 

child from the young princes of Richard III . He is a timid , 

shrinking boy with a naturally sweet and amiable disposition . 

rtHe is an affectionate , mild , yet high- spirited boy , who now 

shows the innocence and playfulnes·s of a child, and again a 

man ' s courage , eloquence , and vii t . " 1 

vb.en rthur ' s mother frantically asserts his claim to 

the throne of England, his grandmother violently urges that 

the .throne belongs to her son , John . The boy , rthur , is 

shocked and grieved at the bitterness displayed , and says , 

"Good my mother , peace 1 
I would that I were laid in my grave 
I am not worth this coil that's made for me . '2 

These words do not som1d natural for a young boy . Princ e 

rthur would rather live in obscurity and have peace between 

his mother .and grandmother . He is a very· unselfish child . 

When.borne away to prison , his thoughts are not about him

self or the loss of the throne , but about his mother . He 

says , 

"o , this will make my mother die with grief . •3 

Even when he is in prison in the Tower he is still a 

gentle boy . His bearing toward Hubert , the keeper of the 

1 

2 
3 

Bridges: "The Children in Shakespeare ' s Plays" in 
Shakespeariana VI (February , 1889) , 82 

King John , II , I , 163- 166 
King John , III , 111 , 4 

.. 
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prison, shows that he is not haughty . He has no feeling of 

superiority. When Hubert is sick rthur waits on him, holds 

his hand, and binds his head with his handkerchief When 

the time comes for Arthur's execution, the keeper, at the 

risk of the King's wrath, spares the child. But terror had 

seized the timid boy and to avoid -death within the Tower , he 

scales the outside alls and meets a more merciful end upon 

the stones below . lthough Prince rthur is too wise for 

his age , he is perhaps the most prominent of Shakespeare's 

child characters. He is essential to the plot of the play . 

In the tragedy of Macbeth is the little son of Macduff , 

the man whom Macbeth feared . · fuen Macduff had fled England 

for assistance in saving his country, his wife, left to the 

mercy of the tyrant, bewails her fate to her son . 

"Your father's dead . 
nd what will you do now? 

How will you live?" 

The boy responds , 

" s birds do , mother • "1 

" This answer -seems quite childlike , but in reply to his 

mother's next question , "What will you do for a· father?" he 

becomes too wise for a child . To this question , he replies , 

"Nay, how will you do for a husband?"2 

1 Macbeth, IV, ii, 9-11 

2 Macbeth , IV, ii, 18 
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_The child inquires of his mother the meaning of "a -' 

traitor" and who must hang them. It seems surprising that 

he does not know the meaning of the word "traitor" if he is . 

shrewd enough to make the remarks which follow this question 

about the liars and honest men.1 His mother tells him the 

honest men must hang the traitors, and the child says, 

"Then the liars and swearers are fools; 
For there are liars and sweare~s enow to beat 
The honest men and hang them." 

nd again to the question from- his mother, 

nWbat will you do for a father?" 

comes the shrewd reply, 

"If h~ were dead, you'd weep for him, 
If you would not, it were a good sign 
That I should quickly have another.~3 

This observation is too clever for a young child. It 

1s not likely that a young boy. would reason in this m_anner, 

accusing his mother of thinking about a second .marriage. 

When his father is called a traitor,' the child replies with 

these defiant words: 

"-Thou liest, thou shag-ear 'd villain t tt4 

Miss Bridges comments upon the character of Macdu.ff's 

son . "He is truly a brave child to call a cruel ruffian a 

1 'l.J rs. Gradwohl writes that the boy shows "he is worldly 
wise for a childn by his response to his mother's answer 
about the traitors . 

2 Macbeth, IV, 11, 14-16 
3 Macbeth, IV, ii, 19-21 
4 Macbeth, IV, ii, 16 
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'shag-ear'd villain;' but then he is too sage and long

headed. What might he have become if' fate had spared him? 

He has so much knowledge now. Why, young as he is, he lo1ow.s 

all about . t~a~s set for rich men, traitors, liars, and swear

ers."l 

In the tragedy of Coriola~ 'is found the silent in

fluence of a little child. A similarity will be noticed 

between this scene in Shakespeare's play with that of the 

influence of a child in the Perce~al account.2 When· the 

migh.ty Roman, aroused to bitterness by the attitude of his 

country toward him, deter"mines to march against it, the mothe, 

finding him deaf to her entreaties, puts the boy in his path. 

She urges the boy to speak. 

"Speak thou, boy, perhaps thy childishness will mov 
Him more than can our reasons."3 

The boy is silent and kneels before .his seemingly obdurate 

father. The mother cries, 

"This boy that cannot tell what he would have, 
But kneels and holds up hands for fellowship, 
Does reason our petition with more strength, 
Than thou hast to deny it." 3 

·• 

It is true that the heart of Coriolanus 1s touched by 

the unspoken persuasiveness of his young son; his iron will 

yields to the silent eloquence of a child's presence. He 

1 Bridges; 

2 See page 8 

"The Children in Shakespeare's Plays" in 
hakespeariana, VI {February, 1889), _ 82 

3 Coriolanus, V, 111, 155-58 
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becomes "or a woman I s tenderness,'' renounces vengeance upon 

his country , and thus saves his name from undying s,hame • Th 

son of Coriolanus seems more natural .and child- like than som 

of the other children of Shakespeare's plays . The fact that 

the child does not speak perhaps accounts for this natural-

ne ss . 

Falstaff ' s page in Henry IV is thrown into an environ

ment of · ale houses , which leave their mark upon him . He 

imita t es his master ' s manners , reflect_s his wit , and takes 

a delight in_ trying to appear grown- up . lb.en death conquers · 

the wi t ty knight , his little page acorns to foll9w the for

t unes of nthose three- swashers'' , as he calls Bardolph , Pisto , 

and Ny.m. . 

Lucius , page to Brutus , plays but a small part in the · 

tragedy of Julius Caesar ~ ·He is faithful to his master . 

The affairs of Brutus , often extending far into the night , 

require Lucius to be in attendance- when a boy should be in 

be d . Brutus is always kind to the boy . When sleep over

t akes him , he reluctantly disturbs Lucius . 

"Enjoy the honey- dew of slumber ; · 
Thou hast no figures nor no fantas i es , 
Which busy care draws in the brains of men ; 
There thou sleep 1st so we11 . nl 

1 J ul i us Caesar , II , i , 230- 33 
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Although Lucius has but a small part in the play , the 

attitude -of kindness by Brutus toward the boy , indicates 

Shakespeare ' s tenderness for children . · 

In the .Winter ' s Tale is found the young son of Leontes , 

Mamillius . When Leontes becomes prey to mad thoughts , the 

boy , playing carelessly about , rushes to his father and 

exclaims , 

"I am like yoµ , " 

and Leontes is cheered and answers , 

"Why , that ' s some comfort . n t 
~ . ~ 

In the scene between Mamillius and the gentlewomen , the 

boy ' s attitude is one of disgust because one of the wcmen 

ki s ses him as if he were "still a baby . " This attitude seems 
' 

qui te real for a growing boy who wants to be treated as if 

he were too big for caresses by women . 

In response to his mother ' s request for a merry tale , 

he tells her , 

"A sad tale's best for winter 
I have one of' spirits and go bins , '' 

-. 
and with an air of importance , he begins one of 

"A man that dwelt by a ohurchyard . n 
~ -

- He tells it softly so that nyour cricket,s , " as he terms the 

chattering gentlewomen , "sh~ll not hear 1t : n2 

l Winters Tale , I , ii , 208-9 
2 Winter ' s . Tale, . II , i , 25- 31 
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The jealous father, Leontes, interrupts the story and 

takes the boy from the mo the~ . Though a child, he is too 

sensitive and too sympathetic to endure the strain of his 

mother's disgrace and banishment. Finally tthis thoughts too 

high for one so tender" bear him under an·d he dies of grief 

caused by his father ' s unreasonable jealousy . 

I doubt whether a child would be affected as deeply 

as Mamillius is by the sting of his father's jealousy . The 

boy seems childish at times; for example , when he objects 

to being kissed by the gentlewomen . Then he . seems to 1J&<9~-0:rn&·· • 

.. gdd~nl J too old again like the other child characters in 

Shakespeare 1 s plays . "He soon proves , by his wonderful 

lecture on female eyebrows , that he does not deserve a 

baby ' s treatment . He is a severe critic . He likes not a 

l ady with a blue nose ; he is really alarming us by his learn

i ng that he got out of women's faces ,. again . "l 

In the play Measure for Measure is another tmimportant 

child characte~. boy , who is not even named , sings one 

verse of a song at the beginning of Act IV , Scene I . 

The question might be asked, "Why did Shakespeare treat 

.children so lightly in his plays?" Of course the answer to 

this question can be given only upon assumption . _ 'It might 

1 Bridges ; "The Children of Shapespeare 1 s Plays" , in 
Shakespeariana,VI {February , 1889) , 82 
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have been that Shakespeare saw the difficulty of portraying 

children ·upon the stage. The actors during Shakespeare's 

life were boys who played the parts of the women or child 

characters ~ Shakespeare probably saw that it would not have 

been easy to reduce boys capable of acting to the stature 

of young girls . 

"To the whole of the seventeenth century the child was 

but a thwarted adult , tolerated only because he would some

time redeem his present state by growing up . Men had agreed 

to · disregard , not only the individuality of little children 

but all the force of that difficult and mystical word in the 

Gospel of St . Matthew. 01 Children were praised when they 

acted like adults . 

11 She was by Nature and her parents ' cire , 
woman long before most others are . " 

.., 

The earliest out- spoken evidence of a s:ympathetic re-

currence to the lost ideal that a child is beautiful because 

of , and not despite his childhood , seems to be by the poet , 

William Cartwright, who died in 1643 . "Cartwright is a long 
~ 

ignored precursor but he is the rediscoverer of· the child . 

He was the first to see a wholesale and most misguided de 

· preoiation , which set in after the earlier Elizabethans had 

passed away . nl 

1 Guiney ; "Ohildhood in English Seventeenth Century 
1? etry" in Catholic World LXXXIII (July, 1906) , 
447- 454 
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·. In his brief poem Consideration he expressed his 

opinion of childhood . There is a noticeable difference 

about his ideas of childhood fraa that of contemporary 

poets . The .attitude in Consideration is different , because 

Cartwrigh t has put the child before the adult in importance . 

"He onely 1s best growne , that ' s turned young . '' ~ 

The attitude of the majority of the poets at this time was 

that the young should "turn old . " 

Although t h e poem Consideration shows symptoms of the 

entrance of the child , as a child , into literature , it does 

not give a complete and s:ynunetrical exposition . 

th e capture here his little soulless body , there his 

bodiless soul; he is either a mere flower in the crannied 

wall , giving fragrant kisses, or he is a theological ab

straction. "2 

After studying these br.ief sketches of child- life from 

antiquity to the beginning of the eighteenth century it is 

obvious that the poets were not trying to picture ordinary · 

children. If they are introduced at all , it is usually for 

some set purpose--to bring into prominence the character

istics of adults-- to prove that a brave man can be tender

hearted and that women are seen at their best with children 

around t hem ; or else to deepen the gloom of tragic sorrow . 

Children up to this time have not entered as important 

1 

2 

Guiney: 

Ibid: 

"Childhood in English Seventeenth Century Poetry" 
in Catholic 1J?orl.d LXXXIII {July, 1906) , 447- 454 . 

449. 
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characters in the story of literature . · 

fuy was early literature devoid of realistic children? 

I think the attitude of men and women toward children was 

large~y responsible for their sketchy treatment by the poets 

Children were praised most when th_ey acted like adults . So 

the poets knew that people would not be interested in readin 

about ordinary boys and girls . This . lack of interest by the 

majority of people was accepted . Therefore , there·would 

have been no special reason to give the deeds .of children 

space in literature . Children were considered as necessary 

evils to be avoided as much as possible, and tolerated until 

they could become grown . It probably would have made a poet 

very unpopular to have written entirely about childhood . Th 

study of child- psychology1 was . unknown at this time. · The 

impressions of childhood were not regarded as important in 

their relation with later life as they are today . 

Romance, dealing with young men and women, was much 

more interestin_g to the reading public . s one writer has 

tactfully written, "In romance there is no room for children . 

- 1 Enc~clopedia Britannica: "History of Psychology" XIVth e • 
It is a curious fact that no . distinctive treatise on 

child- psychology appeared before Dieterich_ Tiedemann 
{1748-1803) wrote his Bookachtunge uber .die Entwickel
ung der Seelinfahigkeiten bei Kinder {1786) . This 
work was translated for the Journal General de L' 
Instruction in 1863 , quoted by Perez in a book on 
Tiedemann in 1881 and translated into English in 1877 
as nA Reqord of an Infant's Life . " 
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They may appear for a moment to heighten some tragic scene; 

but the larger joys and ·sorr~ws of grown-up men and women 

must keep children in the backgr~und.ff 1 

1 Sutton, H.: "Children in Fiction"in Living Age CXCV 
(October, 1892), 259 



CHAPTER III · 

THE CHILD BECOMES IMPORTANT 

Infantilism in the development of .the novel before the 

nineteenth century shows itself as early as 1720 in The Li re 

Adventures and Piracies of the Famous Captain Singleton by 

Ianiel Defoe . The description of the childhood of Captain 

Singleton is very briefly written . 

If I may believe the woman whom I -was taught to 
call mother, I as a little boy , of about two years 
old , very well dressed , bad a nursery-maid to attend 
me , who took me out on a fine summer ' s evening into 
the fields toward Islington, as she pretended , to give 
the ~hild some air; a little girl being with her , of 
twelve or fourteen years old , that lived in the neigh
borhood . The maid , whether by appointment or other
wise , meets with a fellow , her sweetheart , as I suppose; 
he carries her into a public-house , to give her a pot 
and cake; and while they were toying in the house , the 
girl plays about; with me in her hand , in the garden 
and at the door , sometimes in sight , sometimes out of 
sight , thinking no harm . 

t this juncture comes by one of that sort of 
people who , it seems made ·it their business to spirit 
away little c;trl.ldren . This was a hellish trade in those 
days , and chiefly practised where they found little 
children very well dressed, or for bigger children , 
to sell them to the plantations . 

The woman, pretending to take me up in her arms 
and kiss me, play with me, draws the girl a good way 
from the house , till at last she makes a fine story 
to · the girl , and bids her go back to the maid , and 
tell her where she was with the child; that a gentle
woman had taken a fancy to the child , and was kissing 
of it , but she should not be frightened , or to that 
purpose; for they were but ju.st there; and so , while 
the girl went , she carries me quite away . l 

1 Summarized from Hopkins and Hughes: The English Novel 
Before the Nineteenth Century , "The Life Adventures 
and Piracies of the Famous Captain Singleton" by 
D3.niel Defoe , 1 ?2 · 
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In this picture of the childhood of Captain Singleton , 

Defoe gives . a hint of Inf'antilism, although the actions of ·· 

the child are not described in detail . 

Infantilism is developed further by Fielding in his 

novel The History of Tom Jones , A Foundling , 1749 . The 

t r eatment of the life of Tom Jones is like that of a modern 

novelist , in that it begins when Tom is an infant . The story 

of Tom ' s childhood shows that there has been , to some extent , 

a change in the attitude toward children . 

Squire llworthy , a wealthy widower , lived with 
his sister . One night just before retiring he found 
an infant in his clothes closet . He rang his bell 
and summoned a woman- servant . The servant , Mrs . Deborah , 
explained at great length why he should send the infant 
away . There were some words in her speech which per
haps would have offended Mr . llworthy , had he strict
l y attended to it , but he had now got one of his fingers 
in to the inf'ant ' s hand , wbich , by 1 ts gentle pressure , 
seeming to implore his ass-istanee , had certainly out
pleaded the eloquence of Mrs . Deborah . He now ga·ve 
Mrs • Deborah positive orders to take the infant to her 
own bed , and to call up a maid- servant to provide it 
with clothes and food . He ordered that it should be 
brought to him again in the morning . l 

The compassion of Mr . · llworthy f'or the child illus

trates that novelists were beginning to regard childhood as 

important . Mr . Allworthy treats Tom with kindness through

out his boyhood . Several interesting inci dents concerning 

t he lif'e of Tom Jones , and young Blifil , who is a nephew of 

Mr . Allworthy , a.re described . 

l Summary from Hopkins and Hu~hes: The English Novel Before 
the Nineteenth Centuri , The History of Tom Jones , A 
Foundling" by Henr-y F elding , 308- 310 
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Blifil was a lad of remarkable disposition ; sober , 
discreet , and pious beyond his age . Many expressed 
their wonder that Mr . Allworthy would allow a lad to 
be educated with his nephe.w , _ lest his morals should 
be corrupted . 1 . 

The belief that an ideal boy must be old for his age 

· must have prevailed at the time Fielding wrote , because he 

wr ote that the lad, Blif'il was "pious beyond his age . " 
.. 

Perhaps the most interesting episode of the early life 

·or Tom Jones is the hl.lllt with the game keeper . 

Tom had been forbidden to hunt on the farm of a 
neighbor . Disregarding the orders · of Mr . llworthy , 
Tom shot a partridge . The owner of the land , who was 
at that time on a horse a little distance from them , dis
covered poor Tom . The gentleman searched the lad and 
found the partridge upon him; he rode to the house of 
Mr . llworthy and told in bitter woI'ds of the trespass 
on his manor . He added that a: second person was with 
Tom , though he did not discover him , he heard two guns 
di scharge . · 

When Tom came home he presently convened before 
Mr . Allworthy and admitted ·his gui lt . How~ver , Tom 
stoutly persisted he was alone . The lad was dismissed 
with wrath and told to consider the matter all night , 
because he would be questioned by a second person the 
next morning . Poor Tom spent a very melancholy night . 
I n the morning , when Tom attended the reverend Mr . 
Thwackum , the person to whom Mr . A1lworthy had committed 
the instruction of the two boys , he had the same quest 
i ons asked ·t~at were put to him the night before . 1-
though Tom was whipped _severely he would not betr ay his 
friend , or break the promise he had made . The game 
keeper was now relieved of his anxiety and Mr . Allworthy 
himself began to be concerned at Tom's sufferings . Mr. 
Allworthy told Tom he was sorr y he was punished and gave 
him a little horse to make amends . 

l Summarized from Hopkins and Hughes: The English Novel 
Before the Nineteenth C.ent~t ' nTh_ e History of Tom 
J ones *' _by Henry Fielding , 30 - 310 
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Tom ' s quilt flew in his face and for a moment he 
was about to confess . He could more easily bear· the 
lashes of Thwackum. , than . the kindness of Allworthy . 
T.hwackum did all he could to -persuade llworthy from 
showing any compassion or kindness to the boy saying 
that Tom had persisted in an untruth and deserved a 
second whipping , but Mr . llworthy absolutely refused 
to the experiment and said that the boy had already 
suffered enough . l · 

This episode illustrates the fact that novelists were 

beginning a realistic treatment o.f boyhood . It also shows 

that . children are influenced more by kindness than harshness . 

The lashes of the whipping had no effect upon Tom, but the 

kindness of Allworthy almost made hiin confess . 

nother novelist of the eighteenth century who has 

portrayed childhood is Smollett . He has given a description 

of Peregrine Pickle in his first year . 

Peregrine would shriek to attract the attention of 
his elders , who thinking a · p1n might be sticking his 
tender body , would undress him . hen he had given them 
all this disturbance and unnecessary trouble he would 
lie -sprawling and laughing in their faces . 

It is affirmed that one day , when an old woman who 
attended in the nursery had by stealth conveyed a bottle 
of cordial waters to her mouth , Peregrine pulled his 
nurse by the sleeve, by a slight glance detected the 
theft, and tipped her the wink with a particular slyness 
of countenance. 

When a little older he took .delight in teasing his 
uncle . Once his uncle tapped him with his cane and 
Perry lay flat on the floor and then laughed when his 
·uncle, became frightened . Perry was taught by a pedagogu 
who flogged him every day and pronounced him dull . His 
mother believed he inherited his dullness fran his fathe , 
but the commodore was pleased over the ruggedness of his 

1 Summarized from Hopkins and Hughes: The English Novel 
Before the Nineteenth Centur~ , "The History of Tom 
Jones" by Henry F~elding, 3r- 323 
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nature, and was particularly please d when h e learned 
Perry had whipped all the boys in the schoo1 . l . 

It seems unbelievable that a child of nine months , as . 

Perry is at t;he beginning of the story·, would be capable of 

the tri~ks· he played upon his elders . It seems that Smollett 

has made the child too clever for his age . Ia.wson , in his 

comments a bout children in fiction, wrote of this incident: 

But these instances of reflection in a babe of nine 
months old are so incredible , that I look upon them as 
observ-a. tions , founded upon imag~nary recollection , when 
he was in a more advanced age , and hi-s peculiarities of 
temper became much more remarkable ; of a piece with the 
ingenious discoveries of ·thos sagacious observers , who 
can dis~ern something evidently characteristic in the 
features of noted personage whose character they have 
previously heard explained .2 

After studying the development of Infantilism in the 

novels of the eighteenth century , I studied the poetry to 

find child- cliaracters . I found .that Blake has written of 

children in The Songs of Innocence , which appeared about 1 789 . 

The Little Black Boy , The Little Boy Lost , The Little Boy 

Found , A Little Girl Lost , A Little Girl Found, A Cradle Song , 

Infant Sorrow_, N·urse 's Song , and Infant Joy all deal with 

child characters . Children are praised in the following lines 

from the Nurse ' s Son_g : 

1 Summary from Smollett: Peragine Pickle , 80-94 -
2 Iawson: The Great English Novelists , 251- 52 
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"When the voices of children are heard on the green 
nd laughing is heard on t he hill, 

My heart is at ·rest within my ~reast, 
And everything else ·is s_till.n 

Blake ar+d ordsworth are considered as great pioneers of 

naturalness in literature. They break new ground in the 

field of sympathetic understanding of childhood and in that 

of sincere expression. In making a study of naturalness and 

sincerity where could a poet find a better subject than a 

child? 

Blake has shown t he happiness of childhood· in his poem . 

Infant Joy: . 

"I have no name, 
I am but t wo days old, 
What shall I call thee? 
I happy am, 
Joy is my name. n2 

Unlike Blake, who has written of· the joy of childhood, ords

worth has described the seriousness of child nature. Com

pared with Blake's child-poems, iordsworth 1 s series may be 

described as less ethereal. ordsworth takes the philosophic 

attitude. ordsworth's incidents of childhood are sometimes 

given a purely objective character, as in Rural ·rchitecture, 

n Anecdote for Fathers, The Idle Shepherd B£Z, but more 

1 Blake: 
2 Blake: 

Songs of Innocence, ~•Nurse's Song," 59 
Sonss of Innocence, '!Infant Joy," 59 
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often childhood is to him the occasion and suggestion of the 

deeper thought of life . "But what impresses us most is the 

twofold conception of childhood as a . part of nature , and as 

containing within itself not only the germ of human life , 

but the echo of the divine . There are poems of surpassing 

beauty which so blend the child nature that we might almost 

f ancy , as we look upon the poetical landscape , that we are 

mistaking children· for bushes or bushes for childr.en . Such 

i s t hat one beginning , 'Three years she grew in sun and 

shower . ' " 1 

" nd what did lordsworth begin by doing? . By writing 

what had been called savagely , 1 poems about babies' - -about 

the dim beginnings of life, about birds' nests and flower 

gatherings - -about little village naidens , gypsy boy and 

i diot lads--about Barbara Lewthwaite and her pet lamb , and 

Agnes Fell and her new cloak of ' diffie gray .' To t his great 

aster a child was a mysterious and beautiful agent ; childhoo , 

an unutterably significant epoch in the history of man . •12 

ordsworth wrote about child characters in his poems ; 

e re Seven , The Idiot Boy , The Idle Shepherd Boy ,. There 

a Bo , The Ian.ish Boy , ~ , To H. C. Six Years Old, 

1 Scudder , Horace E . ~ "Childhood in English Literature and 
rt" in Atlantic Monthly LVI (September , 1885) , 751 

"Child Life as Seen by the Poets" in Electric Magazine 
LXXIX (July , 1872) , 81 
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The Pet Lamb , Alice Fell , and My Heart Leaps Up When I Behold . 

In his poem My Heart Leaps Up When I Be~ an important 

suggestion _is made in the attitude toward childhood . Nearly 

all earlier writers had considered that adult interests and . 

values were higher than the values and interests of childhood, 

but Wordsworth writes that "the child is father of the man'' -

a statement designed to enhance the value of childhood at the 

expense of maturity . The man was always unquestionably the 

father of the child before the cult of infantility began . 

Before Wor_dsworth , the child , in literature , was almost 

wholly considered as one of a group , as a part of a family . 

Wordsworth is the first to apprehend the personality of child

hood . "To him the child is not a pigrny man ; it has a life of 

its own , out of which something even may pass , when child

hood 1s left behind . It is not the ignorant innocence of 

childhood , the infantile grace , ·which holds · him , but a certain 

childish possession , in which he sees a spiritual presence ob

scured in conscio~ youth. ul 

Burns has written of a boy in his poem Th.ere Was a Lad . 

In The Cotter ' s Saturday Night mention is made of an infant , 

~nd the Cotter ' s children . 

1 Scudder , Horace E . : "Childhood in English Literature and 
rt" in Atlantic Monthly LVI (September , 1885) , 751 
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"Th ' expectant wee - things , toddlin , stacher through 
To meet thei:r> dad , wi ' flichterin ' noise and glee . 
His wee bit ingle_, blinkin bonilie , ·· 
His clean hearth- stane , his thrifty w1.fie 1s smile , 
The lisping inf'ant , prattling on his knee , · 
Does a • his weary kiaugh and care beguile , 
nd makes him quite forget his labor and toil~nl 

Al though these child characters occupy rather an inconspicuoui 

place · in Burns 1 s poem, they are necessary to give the poem thE 

proper atmosphere . The fact that children are mentioned and 

praised shows tbat the feeling is changing toward.them . The 

child is not regarded as a nuisance to be tolerated , but as 

a joy that makes the Cotter ".forget his labor and toil . " 
., 

Matthew Prior wrote a poem To a Child of Q.uali t:y in whicl: 

he referred to a .five- year- old child . 

"Nor quality nor reputation 
Forbid me yet my .flame to tell ; 
Dear five -year- old be.friends my passion , 
And I may write till she can spel1 . n2 

' 

Like all changes in literature the development of 

In.fantilism has been gradual . By the nineteenth century , the 

seed for Infantilism had been sown and continued to grow until 

it reached maturity in the treatment by modern writers . 

The s econd question , When and where does the invasion of 

the child begin? In chapter II we found that the hint o:r 

the invasion of the child was made by illiam Cartwright in 

l Burns : Cotter ' s Saturday Night from The Complete Poetical 
Works of Robert Burns , 28 

2 Charles Dudley Warner: Library of World ' s Best Literature 
Connoisseur EditlonXLIII , 11839 
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his poem Consideration . This poem was written in the first 

half of the seventeenth century . lthough there was a hint 

of Infantilism in literature at t h is early date , it did not 

b~gin to be treated extensively until after the poetry of 

· Bla. ke and or dsw orth • e shall see how this subject will 

become popular with the novelists of the nineteenth century • 
• 

The development and culmination of Infantilism will be treat

ed in the next chapter . 
If 

This brings us to the t h ird question , What caused the ,, 
writers to change their attitude toward the child? Infantil-

ism conforms with the ideas of the Romantic Movement; hence , 

i t is at this time with the poetry of Blake and Wordsworth tha t 

the symptons of the invasion of children become obvious . The 

Romantic Movement brought with it a new human sympathy, 

especially toward such people as by reason of their humbleness 

or their rudeness had been treated with contempt by a.n aristo

cratic age . It is a natural outcome of this movement that a 

s-ympathetic treatment of children should manifest itself in 

the writings . One writer1 sees a close , vital connection be

tween the new advent of the child into literature and the 

French Revolut i on . "There seems something grotesque in speak-
~ 

i ng of childhood and the French Revolution in one breath , but 

1 Scudder , Horace E . : '' Childhood in English Li ter·a ture and 
rt" · in Atlantic Monthly LVI ( September , 1885} , 751 
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I think the incongruity is only superficial . The perception 

that the child had divine relationships was one form of the 

new consciousness of the worth and dignity of man; the sense 

of the child ' s need was a part of that new cry for the rights 

of man . The fierce democracy of the French Revolution was a 

wild , passionate bursting of old bonds , but beneath all the 

turbulence of the period one may discover the solemn , resist

less movement of the idea of essential equality , which has be

come the latest birth in the soul of ip.an . " 
~ 

e shall see in the next chapter how the stream of 

I nfantilism which ran with so broken a course down to Words

worth will spread into a broad full river . The child once 

introduced into literature , the significance of its appear

ance will develop and culminate with future authors . 



CHAPTER IV · 

DEVELOPMENT ND CULMINATION OF . INF NTILISM 

The type of novel of broad _comedy , which was written by 

~ Smo~iett, is developed further early in the Victorian ge , by 

Dickens . Many of the books of Dickens are testimonies of the 

great love and sympathy he felt for childhood in general . It 

is evident that one of his main objects in writing such books 

as Oliver Twist and Nicholas NicklebJ: was to rouse the public 

to the wrongs that were going on in its midst , to ·awaken the 

dormant sympathy that he firmly believed existed in the heart 

of the majority of the English people . He hoped to arouse 

them so effectually that they could know no peace until they 

had done their best to remedy the evils he so ably put before 

them . Dicken~ loved the children with all the fervor of a 

generous , loving nature, and in writing thus , it was. his 

heart ' s desire to make their lives brighter and happier . 

"Dickens , with his remarkably keen power of observation , col-:-

cted facts, interwove them with fancy , and thus presented 

them to the reading public . nl 

In the first chapter of Oliver Twist, t h e readers are 

presented with a good idea of the general system of the Poor 

Law . Dickens places before the reader a picture of what migh 

occur any day in the interior of a work-house . · Near the poor 

1 shly , Norris E . : "Dickens and Children" in Living ge 
CCLXX (May , 1910) , 373- 5 
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young mother who is breathing her last is her new- born babe 

fighting for his tiny hold on life . The evils of baby farm

ing as carried on by Mrs . ann are exposed . When Oliver · 

'' desperate .with hunger and reckless with misery , " has committ 

d the unpardonable offense of asking for more , Mr . Bumble , 

greatly excited , makes t he startling statement that calls 

forth an animated discussion as to what shall be done with 

such a ·daring offender . Oliver ' s subsequent history- - the 

sufferings of those early days, the many hardships he under

goes , the unkindness and callousness he meets with--would make 

the most thoughtless think . Oliver is never more than an un

willing dweller in the haimts of vice . He abhors Fagin's 

den . The hum.ors .of Charley Bates and the rtful Dodger never 

amuse him . He lives an untainted life amidst the most loath

some conditions . So far as h is child- life is concerned , its 

environment is always out of harmony_ with his inner feelings , 

except during the happy time when he is with kind Mr . Brownlow 

liver Twist is almost t he first child in secular literature 

ntended for grown-up people who is made thoroughly interest

ng . Dickens lmew how to bring these facts to the hearts of 

housands who but for .91.!!er Twist might have remained in ig

orance of ~he sufferings of many innocent children condemned 

olive and die in misery. · 

Nicholas Nicklely is another example of Dickens using his 

rea ti ve power for the purpose of exposing existing evils • 
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Dotheboys Hall is a type of school that flourished at that 

time . Smike is a pathetic .. character who burst into tears at ·~ 

a kind word from Nicholas Nickleby . Smike cried out , "My · 

heart will break . It will , it will 111 As Smike said , ''Pain 

and fear ," was his appointed lot; living or dead , he saw no 

ray of light to pierce the black darkness of his night . Smi 

did not avoid the lower haunts of life . ~ne slum life of 

London was as familiar to him as the highways and.byways of 

his beloved connty of Kent. 

In Bleak Hou~ is the character of Joe . He is "very 

muddy , very hoarse , very ragged , " a true specimen of what the 

slums contain . Joe stands before the coroner and the jury in 

all his pitiful ignorance . "He knows a broom's a broom , and 

knows it's wicked to tell a lie . " 

It 's a terrible depravity . Put the boy aside , '' says 

the coroner . When night comes, Joe ., with his old broom, soft 

ly sweeps the step leading into the hennned- in churchyard wher 

lie the remains of the only being from whom he has received 

kindness . Poor Joe keeps moving on , until at last the final 

move comes from another Hand . 

In Hard Time·s Dickens tells of the danger of educating 

the young on the principle of G~adgrind . The childhood of 

the mind was as important as the childhood of' the body , and 

with Louisa and Tom he shows the evils that arise as a result 

of the system of education which he so vigorously denounces. 
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He sho s tha-t man should not try to eradicate f'ran the heart 

of the little child the swee:t and graceful attributes belongin 

to fancy , and plant in their stead the stern , hard facts of' 

life . Louisa tells her father what she thinks about the 

of education . "You have been so careful of' me, that I never 

had a child ' s heart . You have trained me so well , that I . 

never dreamed a child ' s dream . Yo·u have dealt so wisely with 

me , rather , from my cradle to this hour , that I never had a 

child ' s fancy or a child ' s fear . " She_ only asked the questio , 

"What does it matter?" 

Dickens has portrayed other child characters : little 

Emily in !:avid Copperfield; Florence and Paul in Dombey and 

~ ; and Pip in Great Expectations . In these child characters 

Dickens shows his perfect understanding of young hopes and 

aspirations , their joys and sorrows , their tenderest affect

i ons , and many characteristics of childhood . The early days 

of little Ia vy are vividly pictured . Then to his infant per

spective the world comprised just what he saw, aided only by 

visions of his own bright fancy . Those were happy days to 

Da.vy when trouble was unknown , and his only knowledge of deat 

-- was the quiet churchyard, where peacefully slept that father 

whom he had never seen . Life , to him , then , was like 

happy day , and his pretty mother and ~aithful. Peggotty were 

all the world to him . t Yarmouth tavy wandered about with 

little Em ' ly , picking up stones and pebbles, and exchanging 

childish confidences . What I:e.vy thought of his new friend is 
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bes t expressed in his own words: "I 'm sure my fancy raised 

up something round that blue- eyed mite of a child which 

etherealized and made a very angel of her . " Soon a change · 

came to Iavy . On the f'irst night after his return from 

Yarmouth , Dlvy was sad . He sobbed himself to sleep . The 

next day when he stood before Mr . Murdstone , he was asked this 

question , "What is that upon your face?" 

"Dirt ,t• said Divy . Mr . Murdstone knew perfectly well 

that it was the trace of tears , but no feeling of pity came 

over him for that Jmowledge . · In the hard time that followed 

Davy had one great consolation in his father ' s small collec

tion of books . The characters contained therein stimulated 

is fancy , and in such goodly company he whiled away many 

lonely hours . 

n interesti:qg comment is made about the child , IBvid 

in the tlantic Monthly . "Such a ch:j.ld as IB.vid Copperfield 

is rare. The majority are made of more commonplace material . 

They would know better how to get on with Mr . and Miss Murd

tone . Very few boys , nowadays at any rate, would , even at 

ight or nine years of age , be quite so easily imposed on by 

waiter as to allow him t9 eat their dinner without uttering 

~ord of protest . I am very doubtful , too , whether many boys 

ould have been quite so lover- like to little Emily , and have 

ound such intense delight in Mr . Pegotty1 s wonderful house by 
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the sea at Yarmouth . Still , one feels that !avid is real and 

from the first to the last consistent with himself . "! 

Little · Florence, in Dombey and Son, the daughter of ·a . 

rich man , who would have been horrified at the thought of 

keeping her insufficiently clothed or fed , starves the warm 

affections of her heart . Little Paul and his nurse , Mrs . 

Richards helped to console Florence ai'ter her mother ' s death . 

The child longed for a share of her father ' s love . very 

little of his love would have contented her and , in return , 

she would have given him a wealth of love . 

Pip , in Great Expectations , is another example of a 

working child . He shows the innermost working of a child 1 s 

heart with all its thoughts , fancies , joys , . and fears . 

Then there is the character of Little Nell , of The Old 

Curiosity Shop . 1th heroic courage she ·takes on her young 

shoulders the heavy burden of life , ~nd though weak and 111, 

f aint from want of food , footsore and tired , she yet cheers 

the old man , her grandfather . Little Nell does not seem like 

a child but more like a little mother . She is an example of 

a child who is made old while still young . 

Tb.rough the character of Tiny Tim an appeal to all men an d · 

women is made that they should extend a helping hand .to the 

sick and afflicted children . Dickens wanted men and women to 

1 Scudder , Horace E. : "Childhood in English Literature and 
Art" in Atlantic ~onthly LVI {September , 1885), 751 
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be sympathetic with the children and help to bring them healtl'. 

or to alleviate their su.ffe.rings and bring more -brightness ·in

to their cheerless lives . Dickens not only awakened their 

sympathies , but roused them to action . He made an appeal to 

every reader to make the period of childhood a bright and joy

ous time . Dickens has been accused of stressing child characi 

ers to the extent that he even makes his grown- ups appear 

childish . Aldous Huxley writes that "Dickens enjoys the 
'• 

dubious distinction of having inventeq an entirely novel kind 

of hero . For him , the highest type of hmnan being is not the 

heroic adult , but the middle - aged baby . The Cherryable 

brothers and Pickwick-- these are the typical Dickensian saints . 

Regarded objectively and apart from the halo of delightful 

ludicrousness with which Dickens surrounded them , these bold 

old napkin- wetters are the most repu.lsi.ve monstrosities . "1 

The symptoms of Infantilism with Dickens are much strong• 

er than with any writer of a previous period . The highest 

type of individual to Dickens is not the adult , but the child4 

Dickens helped to make the world more tolerant toward children . 

"That childhood nowadays is really a happy state of being , not 

merely so in the hypocritical retrospect of sentimental seniors , 

is undoubtedly due in part oo Charles Dickens , yvho , of course , 

1 Huxley : "The Cult of the Infantile" in The New Current 
Digest III { pril , 1933) , 595 

I 
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of all writers realized most poignantly the pathos and pity 

of the lot of children . ttl 

After ~he writings of Dickens the child character often 

i nvades 11 tera ture and is considered almost as important as 

t he adult . Dickens is the first writer to portr ay vividly so 

many children . He recognized the charm and interest that · 

children give to a book . "The latest critic of Dickens , an 

Austrian , Stefan Zweig , holds that _the great novelist was 

greatest in his children . The years of childhood in his 

novels are of a unique beauty , and I feel sure that these 

f igures , these merry and serious episodes of early life , will 

never disappear from the world ' s literature . "2 Dickens ' s 

novels naturalized the poor in literature ; as in the case of 

Wordsworth , poverty and childhood went hand in band . Dickens ~ 

though he made a distinct addition to the literature of child

hood , rather r egistered a presence already acknowledged than 

acted as a prophet of childhood . The humanitarian movement of 

the century which had found expression in schools , Snnday

s chool s and in education generally was well under way. Dicken ~ 

was qui ck to see the possibilities in this new exhibition of 

humanity . Combining his personal experience with his imagin-

e. tion he ex.pressed the ·spirit of this new movement with chil d 

l Galli enne, R . Le~ 

2 Repplier , Agnes : 

ttchi ldren in Ficti on ' in Harpers CXXVI , 
(December , 1912) , 73~78 

"Concerning Children" in Independent 
GX (March , 1923) , 183 
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characters in his fiction . fter the novels of Dic¥ens, the 

child is no longer a novelty in poetry or fiction, but is an 

accepted fact . After Dickens, writers were busy modeling 

little children in their books . "The child once introduced 

in to li tera tu.re , the significance _ of its appearance therea..fte 

is not so much in individual instances as in the general and 

familiar acceptance of the phenomenon ." l 

nether nineteenth century novelist who has considered 

childhood is Thackeray . He bas introduced a large number of 

entirely natural boys in his ooks . nThackeray never carica

tured his boys; he never idealized th~m . "2 

In Pendennis , Thackeray writes about the defects of the 

public school system. He plainly views youth with a benign 

tenderness . 

In Vanity Fair , Thackeray gives the boy characters of 

Tom Brown , George Osborn , and Slogger illia~s . George writes . 

a letter which describes a fight between two boys at school . 

"Dear Mama , I hope you are quite well , I should be 
much obliged to you to send me a cake and five shillings . 
There has been a fight here between Cuff and Dobbin . 
Cuff , you know , was cock of the School . They fought thir 
teen rounds and Dobbin licked . So Cuff is now only 
second cock. The fight was about me . Cuff was licking 
me for breaking a bottle of milk , and Figs wouldn't 
stand it. e call him Figs because his father is a 
grocer , Figs and Rudge , Thames Street ., City . I think , 

Scudder , Horace E. : "Childhood in English Literature and 
. rt" in tlantic Monthli LVI (September, 1885), 756 

Grey , Rowland: "Boys of Thac eray" in Living ge CCLXX 
( p.gus t , 1911 )· , 409 - 16 
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as he fought for me, you ought to buy your tea and 
sugar at his father's . Cuff goes home every Saturday , 
but can't this , even because he has two black eyes . 
He has a white pony to· come_ and fetch him and groom .in 
livery on a bay mare . I wish my papa would let me have 
a pony ~ and I am 

Your dutiful son, 
George Sedlay Osborne . nl · 

This letter shows that Thackeray was portraying natural 

boys and picturing the realistic characteristics of them . 

J . J . is also-one of the boys of The Newcom.es . Then 

there is Barry in Memoirs of Barry _Lyndon who ran away from 

the !3allywhackett School after six weeks, which left that 

select academy a spirited tradition for all time . Barry tells 

about the school in the following words: 

"The fact was , at taw , prison- bars , or boxing , I was 
head of the school, but could not be brought to excel at 
the classics, and after being flogged seven times without 
its doing me the least good in my La tin I refused to · 
submit altogether finding it useless to an eighth appli
cation of the rod . To defend myself , I flung my slate 
at him (Dr. Tobias Tickler) , and Imo.eked down a Scotch 
usher with a leaden inkstand . "~ . 

The contrast is sharp between this uproarious Barry and the 

quiet youth , amid the rooks of deserted Castlewood , of that 

very perfect gentleman , Henry Esmond . He is a lonely child , 

who longed for someone to love . Then there is the han~.son;e, 

. spoilt Frank Castlewood , so sound asleep in church , and so 

!Wide awake at every sort of sport . 

1 Thackeray: 
~ Thackeray: 

Vani ti Fair , 49 
The Memoirs of Barry LY!:don, 12- 13 
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In The Virginia~, the two brothers , George and Harry , 

are described . George with _a low bow and ce1-atain stinging 

words , -finally consents to take his punishment at his mother ' 

desire , not at the connnand of ard , but Harry interposes 

savagely , and wounds the angry tutor with a knife . The Vir

&nians, as fighters , ~rove themselves altogether worthy 

ancestors for stunning Warrington , truest of all Thackeray ' s 

true gentlemen . 

There is no truer touch in Thackevay than the different 

way in which Rawdon Crawley and Becky , his wife , treat their 

infant son . It would have been impossible to show more clear 

ly the tender- heartedness of the big , blustering , dull- witted 

soldier , who hitherto had seemed to have no soul above bill

iards and other games of chance , and the cold , calculating 

selfishness of Becky , than in the scene where Rawdon plays 

1th his boy in the nursery , while Becky flirts with the hate

f ul old Lord Steyne in the drawing- room . 

Thackeray had wanted to write a book for boys of all 

ges . He did not write the book for boys alone , but true boy

cod is portrayed in the pages of his books . He has taught hi 

eaders how to understand boys . 

nether novelist of the Victorian ge who h~s written 

ooks containing child characters is George Eliot . . "She 

as that rare gift of genius , a creative and sympathetic 
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imagination _in regard to children . George Eliot ' s children 

are not the mere creatures of her fancy . They are not im

possible cherubs, or wingless fairies, or idealized precoci

ties . "1 

When she wrote that "the un ' s addressed were Marty and 

Tommy , boys of nine and seven, in little :rustian tailed 

coats and knee- breeches , relieved by rosy cheeks and black 

eyes; looking as much like their father as a very _small 

elephant is like a very large one , " a~d are, in the follow -
-

ing ·sentences assured , concerning their baby sister that 

"Totty, having speedily recovered from her threatened fever , 

bad insisted on going to church today, and especially on 

wearing her red and: black necklace outside her tippet ; "2 

there is an instinctive feeli ng that Tommy and Marty and 

Totty are made of rea·1 flesh and blood . lthough tail- coats 

and lmee- breeches are not seen ev~ry Sunday nowadays , any 

number of chubby faced boys and innocent , self- important · 

Totties a r ·e met on their wa·y to Church every "Sabbath- day 

morning . " 

Then t here is Tonnrry Bond , character from Gilfil 1s love 

story . Tommy was a saucy boy , impervious to all impressions 

of reverence , and excessively addicted to hummi~g- tops and 

1 

2 

Ma thew son , nrlie: "Children in 1l ri tings ot: George Eliot" 
in Living Age CLV ( October .28 , 1882), 2~1 . 

Eliot , George: Adam Bede ,160 
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marbles . He had recently changed from trousers for the 

simplicity of tight suit of -corduroys , relieved by brass 

buttons . One day , spinning his top ·on the garden walk , and 

seeing the vicar advance directly towards it , he shouted 

out with all the force of his lungs , ttstop t don't knock my 

top down , now t" 1 From that day n 11 ttl; corduroys , " as Mr . 

Gilfil called Tommy , was an especial favorite with Mr . Gilfil . 

Here , as in real life , is a touchstone of character . The 

people thought more of the pipe - ~~oking old parson , because 

he is seen among the children of his flock . 

Then there are the immortal Tom and Maggie , who are draw1 

in nearly a faultless manner by George Eliot in The Mill on 

the Floss . She has pictured a brother and sister who had 

"the self- same world enlarged for each by loving difference 

of girl and boy . "2 

-
Doubtless , George Eliot ' s loving and vivid remembrance 

of her own early years is, in large measure , the secret of 

her genius . in picturing childhooq. . She has said , "We could 
~ 

never have loved the earth· so well if we had had no child-

hood in it . n There is a mine of wisdom in wba t she writes 
.. 

about Maggie , who had shorn her locks . 

------------ ---- -·-----·------·- - --
1 Eliot , George: 
2 Eliot , George: 

Scenes of Clerical Life , 75 
MD.I on the Floss , 33 
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tt h_, my chi ld , you will have real troubles to f'red a bout 

by and by , is the consolation we have almost all of us had 

administered to us in childhood , and ·have repeated to other 

children since we have grown up . We have all of' us sobbed 

so piteously , standing with the bare legs above our little 

socks , when we lost sight of our mother or nurse in some 

strange place; but we can no longer recall the poignancy of 

.t hat moment and weep over it , as we do over the remembered 

sufferings of five or ten years ago . · • •• . . . • • • • • • 

Surely if we could recall that early bitterness , and the dim 

guesses , the strangely prospectiveless conception of life 

that gave the bitterness its intensity, we should not pooh

pooh the grief's of our children l ul 

George Eliot , who never had a child of her own , seemed 

to have th.rilled with tenderness for all inarticulate and 

half articulate forms of beings . Children are often possess

ed with an overflow of language , but yet are not able to 

express their wishes and longing . George Eliot had learned 

to read the unwritten speech of' eyes and hands and feet of 

the children . She watched with observant sympathy , not only 

the tears and smiles , but the gay caresses and appealing ges 

tures , which it is possible to ignore or misinterpret . 

1 Mill on the Floss , 56 
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Eppie , the child- angel , sent to lead back a lost 

soul , the old miser , Silas Marner , into the light , probably · 

stands next· to Tom and Ma ggie in importance . 

"In the old days there were angels who crune and took 

men by the hand and led them away from the City of Destruct

ion . e see no white-winged angels now . But yet men are 

led away from the threatening destruction ; a hand is put in

to _ theirs which leads them gently towards a calm and bright 

land , so that they look no more backward, and the hand may 

be a little child ' s . ttl 
.. 

George Eliot bas given an important place in .litera-c\we~: 

to child characters . She has portrayed vividly the bright 

or sad faces of Tom and Maggie , Eppie and aron , the boy 

Inniel , and the little Pablo , of Totty and Marty , and Job 

and Patty, and the Dorcas children . She makes the children 

live as real individuals . By her vi vid description of 

Job , she makes her readers see the child . rtJob was a small 

fellow about five , with a germinal nose , large round blue 

eyes , and red hair that curled close to his head like the 

wool on the back of an infantile lamb . He had evidently 

been crying , and the corners of his mouth were still 

dolorous . Felix held him on his knee as he bo~d and tied . 

1 Silas Marner, 70 
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up very cleverly a tiny forefinger . There was a table in 

front of Felix against the windqw , covered with his watch-

making implements and some open books ••••• • • • • 

This -is a hero, Miss Lyon . This is Job Tudge , a bold 

Briton whose finger hurts him, but who doesn ' t mean to cry . nl 
-

George Eliot's reverence .for children 1s best ex-

pressed in her own words: 

~The little children are still the S;J111bol of.the 

eternal marriage between l _ove and duty ; and· men still 

yea:rn for the reign and righteousness-- still own that life 
. 2 

to be the highest which 1s a conscious voluntary sacrifice . ' 

Children had invaded the poetry as well as the prose 

of the nineteenth century . It was an accepted fact that 

literature should contain child- characters . Matthew Arnold 

adds children to the poem Tristram and Iseult . Although 

he keeps to the facts of the old s·tory , he thought that · 

the poem would conform more to that nineteenth century 

feeling of deeper sympathy , if' it contained children . 

Therefore , he changes the story by giving Iseult of 

Brittany two children . After Tristram•s death Iseult of 

Brittany seeks consolation in devoting herself to the 

children whom in the old story she never had . - One author · 

1 Felix Holt, 51 
2 Romola, ·14 
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accounts for this change as follows : 

"In most versions of the old legend , indeed, Tristram , 

faithful to his first Iseu.lt even after his mistaken marri

age , -left the second a virgin . It is a question whether 

the woman who later in jealous anger said that the sails 

were black would have t aken the virgin marriage , as she 

did , mor·e or less as a matter of course ; and so perhaps 

Arnold was only following probability in giving Iseult of 

Brittany children . However that may be , their introduction 

was happy o There is nothing sweeter and more wholesome 1n 

the entire poem than Iseult 1s tender care of them after her 

husband I s death . ,,l 

fter one of their busy days with her on the moors in 

fine weather , Iseult ••••••••••••••••••• 

"will go home , and softly lay 
Awhile with them before they sleep ; and then 
when they are asleep , 
in shelter 1d rest , 
Like helpless birds in the warm

2
nest , 

On the castle's southern side . " 

Then again Iseult thinks of her children, 

"She has her children , too , and night and day 
Is with them; and wide heaths where they play 
The hollies , and the cliff , and the sea- shore , 
The sand, the sea- birds , and the distant sails , 
There are to her dear as to them ; the tales 
1th which this day the children she beguiled 

1 Maynadier, Howard: The Arthur of English Poets , 383 
2 Arnold: Tristram and Iseult 
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She gleaned from Breton grandames , when a child, 
In every hut along this sea- coast wild ; 
She herself loves them still , and , when they are told · 
Can forget all to hear them , as of old . "l 

The fact that Arnold thought that it was necessary to intro 

duce · children into his poem , proves that they were consid

ered important to the success of ·the poem . 

Swinburne , who was supposed to have scoffed at liter

ature virgin bus puerisque , devoted muoh of his lyric energy 

to childhood . Children were not i -gnored by those two great 

poets of the nineteenth century , Tennyson and Browning . 

babe , as ~ennyson acknowledged to Mr . 1)3.wson , was the 

heroine of The Princess . Tennyson showed the importance 

of the child in these lines taken from the fifth part of 

the poem : 

0 Ye t I pray , take camfor·t; live , dear lady , for
. your child I 
At which she lifted up her voice and cried: 
t.ui, me , my babe , my blossom , ah , my child, 2 

My one sweet child , whom I shall see no more 1 ' n 

Then in Enoch Arden , children are given -a prominent place . 

tt nd on t he right hand of the hearth he saw Philip , 
• The slighted su.i tor . of old times , 

Stout , rosy , with babe across his knees; • •••• 
Inngled a length of ribbon and a ring 
To tempt the babe , who rear ' d his creasy arms , 
Caught at and even miss ' d it , and they laugh 1d; 
And on the left hand of the hearth he saw 

1 Arnold: Tristram and Iseu.lt 
2 Tennyson: The Princess , 470 
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The mother glancing often toward her babe , 
But turning now and then to speak with him , 
Her son , who stood beside her tall and strong, 1 nd saying tha t which plea·sed him , for he smiled . " 

Br·owning showed the influence of a child in his drama 

Pi ppa Passes. Pippa is a girl from the silk mills , who 

has a holi day which she spends singing . It is interesting 

to follow the unconscious influence of her song upon the 

lives of the people who over hear her • . 
The child is fully established 1n both fict i on and 

poetry . In fact , the interest seems to center around the 

children rather than around t he adults as it had in ancient 

writings . The feeling toward children has completely 

changed . The authors , no doubt , had a great deal to do 

with the changing of that feeJ.ing . The tendency of the 

age is towards gentleness , kindly consideration for the 

weak . Children are no longer to be kept · in the background . 

The cause of childhood has been well pleaded by the writers 

of this age , who ha ve influenced the public mind . - Child

ren are happier at home and at school--probably due to the 

fact that such writers as Dickens and Thackeray and the 

others pleaded for the cause of children in their books . 

These nineteenth century writers helped to break down that 

stern disc pline which divided the old from . the young . 

Children -eg~ij to regard their parents as friends . 

1 Tennyson: Enoch Arden, 227 
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Both young and old see~ to have benefited by the develop

ment of Infantilism . 

Children occupy a position of great importance now . 

In fact , they may almost be called the ruling power . In

fantilism has continued to develop and· is still very popular 

with modern writers , as I shall show in my next chapter . 



C PTER V 

MODERN TR 'Th'ENT OF INFA TILISM 

Infantilism bas invaded the literature of today to the 

extent that it is treated by a large number of writers. Grow 

ing up with Infantilism is a new class of literature, books 

for children, but I am not including •these books in my in

vestigation . However, some of the fiction containing child

characters is interesting to children and adults and is read 

extensively by both . Barrie's Peter.Pan may be classified 

in this group . ldous Huxley·makes the following comment 

about Peter Pan and Infantilism: "The mythology of infantil

ism has been enriched during the twentieth century by a new 

and striking creation- -the figure of Peter Pan . 1th Barrie, 

infantilism became conscious and bloodcurdlingly arch and 

coquettish . The alarming thing· is that Peter Pan undoubtedly 

satisfied a _popular need . People wanted to wallow in infanti -

1 ty . nl 

The novelists of today are dealing with Infantilism in 

relation to psycholo The influence of the early life and 

infantile impressions are shown to influence the later life 

_of their characters .. " nd so we begin to find our novelists , 

persuaded by this newer psychology , not only considering thei 

hero in his infancy but going even further back than psycho-

1 Huxley , ldous: ''The Cult of the Infantile" III in The 
New Current Digest , ( pril , 1933) , 595 
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analysts and probing for us the hereditary influences which 

lmay be at work before he reaches the cradle . ul If one is to 

understand a character he must comprehend the effect on the 

unconscious of happenings in the nursery . Psychologists have. 

discovered that the early impressions have a tremendous in

fluence upon the actions of later life . 

or course the Victorian novelists have described the 

childhood days of their heroes and heroines . However , they 

did it in a different manner from that of the modern novelists • 

. They gave an objective treatment of character , describing the 

home and the influence that environment had upon their heroes 

and heroines . Today the novelists give more attention to the 

hereditary influences upon their characters . 

Samuel Butler ' s The Way of.All Flesh is a treatise on 

the art of how not to bring up children . It is a satirical 

novel , attacking the institution of the family , especially 

the relations between parents and children . The life his

tory of the b.ero , Ernest Pontifex , begins with his great 

grandfather , a carpenter . Ernest is in complete subjection 

to his parents . Butler shows that love is not the only or 

predominant sentiment bestowed upon elders by their offspring . 

May Sinclair has taken the "mother complex" .as a theme 

for two of her books . Her books are not only novels but "a 

1 Hansl , Eva: "The Child in Modern Literature" in Bookman 
LXI (March , 1925) , 38 
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life . n In Arnold vaterlow the early years of the he.re are 

described in detail . One third of the .book deals with his 

childhood so that the reader may understand the influences 

which were at work in the moulding of his character. Like

wise llen in Anthony Adverse devotes over half of his book 

to the childhood of nthony . The early impressions of bis · 

babyhood are very minutely described . 

nether subject which is treated by the novelists of 

today is the conflict between the generations-- the relation 

between parents and children and their divergent attitudes 

toward morals and customs . fuere once it was the evils of 

divorce which novelists discussed , the theme today is likely 

to be its result in regard to the children . Thackeray pro

bably would have shown ~l the effect divorce would have upon 

the woman's character, but a novelist today is concerned 

about the influence upon the children in the family. It is 

not the morality of the mother which concerns Miss SedgYi7 ick 

in The Little French Girl , but the effect upon the woman ' s 

daughter and her chances of making a suitable and happy 

marriage . In ebster 's book The Innocents the main thought 

· is not the father ' s conduct but the effect of his behavior 

upon the lives o.f h is ch ildren . Louis Bromfield -has dealt 

with the conflict between the generations in The Farm . He 

traces the development of one· f'amily through f'our generations . 

The early impressions of' childhood are emphasized . 
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Researches in psychology have discovered the differences 

between the behavior of children and adults and the ef'fects · 

of early happenings upon later character and career . Their 

discoveries have had an appreciable inf'luence upon contem

poraneous literature . The noveli$ts are providing a litera

ture of childhood that is growing up side by side with the 

literature of child training . This class of literature is 

probably more understanding to the _parents than the books_ 

written by the learned psychologists . - After all , authors 

are the interpreters of life . 

side from the novels which d-iscuss the conflict batwee 

the older and younger generations , there is a group of books 

which deal only with children . There _ is no conflict here 

except that each individual must make his own adjustment 

to this world . These books are a combination of essay and 

short story and the familiar narrative type of story dealing 

wi th the experiences of boys . Kenneth Grahame ' s Dream Days 

and The Golden ge describe the incidents in the life of a 

particular child . Clemen' s Huckel berry Finn and Tom Sawyer 

are narratives . It seems that more novelists have written 

about young boys than about girls . However , a few have 

described the early childhood of girls . Mary Maccarthy has -

written about a girl in Nineteenth Century Childhood and 

Marjory MacMurchy in The Child ' s House . Other books deal

i ng with girls are Rice I s Love;: -- l ary and lcott I s Little 

omen . 
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If laughing over a book is a criterion of its value as 

an interpreter of life, Booth Tarkingt_on may be judged as 

successful . Hansl writes, "However, · we all ' realize that 

nonsense and mischief do not make up a child's existence , 

and he who does not know how to make us suffer their sorrows 

and perplexities with them has told only half a story . 

Tarkington is frequently guilty , I think , of sacrificing 

truthfulness to a telling effect, as when for instance , the 

dialogue smacks of an adult sophistication which you feel 

cannot be true to life even though you laugh over it up

roariously . "1 

Owen Johnson wrote about Skippy Bedelle . Though the 

hum.orous s-ide of the boy is given , Johnson describes also 

the seriousness of life in the teens . Since children are 

in themselves amusing , it is no wonder that they tempt the 

humorist . For this reason children do not make a good sub

ject for the stylist . Goin ' on Fourteen by Irvin Cobb is 

an example .of an author trying to maintain a reputation for 

humor rather than one trying to interpret real childhood . 

Edgar Lee Masters bas written about boys in Mitch Miller . 

The Diary of Plupy Shute is supposed to have been written by 

a boy . Joseph nthony in The Gang has succeeded in catching. 

1 Hansl , Eva: "The Child in Modern Literature" in Bookman 
LXI (March , 1925) , 40 
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the vernacular of the East Side boy . He shows how the family 

conspired to make a student out of a boy who had a high In

telligence ~uotient . The boy found that the greatest joy is 

to read Horatio lger and that his highest ambition is to 

be a Kid Diamond , Leader of Twenties and dread foe of the 

Park venooers . 

One Little Boy by Hugh de Selincourt is another book 

which should be classified in the collect'ion of books about 

boys . This book could be helpful to parents to remind them . 

.. not to regard a child ' s actions with an adult ' s sophistica

tion . It is a study of a little boy ' s groping for the truth, 

and of a mother , bewildered and helpless in her lack of unde 

standing . It has a simplicity of style suitable to this typ 

of book . 

Stories dealing with English boarding school life are 

in.teresting . De.vid Blaize and !avid .Blaize of King's are 

the boarding type -of story dealing with the friendship be

tween boys . -

iss Hansl writes that E . F . Benson and Hugh alpole 

are masters.of the boy story . She would place them higher 

than Kipling in their understanding of boy characters . 

succeed in depicting many wholesome little fellows who are 

not prigs , yet who are not everlastingly getting into scrape 

like the Penrods and Varmints and the Plupy Shutes . There 

is a certain dignity of purpose and behavior in these 

boys which makes our young mericans seem rather like hoodl 
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It is , perhaps , the influence of a discipline which is a 

tradition, and the effect , on the . other side of the ocean , 

of substituting more freedom for discipline in home as well 

as school •. ell , there ' s this consolation-- the Britishers 

aren ' t one tenth as funny as the Americans . "1 

The Court of Boyville by "illiam llen White is a colle 

tion of short stories about boy life . The D:3.ys of Discovery 

and Running ild by Bertram Smith de.scribe activities and 

experiences of childhood . 

~Do you remember how the first parlor car looked to you 

In the days when the wo.rld was so full of a number of things , 

before any film of indifference had come to cloud one ' s eyes , 

every new departure had about it an element of unreality" 

writes Bertram Smith in Running ild . "Nothing ever looked 

the same the second time; every new door that one encou.ntere 

was the threshold of an enchanted castle . Soon enough, it 

is true , we were ·caught up by the lagging atmosphere of ever 

.day (which we had left behind) dispelling rosy mists , lopp

ing off battlements , filling up moats , making our castle a 

very ordinary affair •02 

The Seven ges of Childhood by Ella Cabot offers a cross 

1 Hansl : "The Child in Modern Literature" in Boolml.an LXI 
(March , 1925) , 42 

2 Smith: Running ild , 268 
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section of child life , showing the different stages .of devel 

ment through which a child must pass . . 

From t~ese many examples of children in modern books , 

we can readily conclude that Infantilism has thoroughly 

saturated the literature of today .. From a text book1 which 

gives examples of narrative and descriptive composition , in

tended for models of writing to be used by students , I found 

thirty- four examples about children out of a total ·or one 

hundred ninety- seven . The fact that the men who compiled 

this book chose incidents , episodes , dialogues , short stories , 

and autobiographic narratives containing child- characters 

shows that Infantilism is very popular . The excerpts in 

this book are f'rom the best books of leading novelists . The 

following novelists are represented in the thirty- four 

selections: George Borrow , E . F . Benson , inston Churchill , 

Thomas Bailey ldrich, James Gibbons 'Huneker , Sherwood 

nderson , Eleanor Risley , • H. Hudson , John Burroughs , 

Mumpsy Rhys , Selma Lagerlof , Charles Dickens, Edith Wharton , 

. Dorothy Canfield , Marcel Proust , Sonya Kovalevsky , Percy 

Lubbock , Kenneth Grahame , George . Eliot , Nevvman Levy , Martha·· 

·Bianchi , Willa Cather , rnold Bennett , Sir Edmund Gosse , 

Margaret Fuller , Elizabeth Gaskell , Kathleen Norris , John 

Muir , Ernest Poole , .Booth Tarkington , and o. Henry . 

1 Beals , Barnicle , Terry: Readings in Description and 
Narration 
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An incident from The Story of a Bad Boy by ldrich 

illustrates the e~amples of realistic boys _that are pictured· 

in many modern books . 

"Now , boys , what shall we do?" I asked , addre ss i ng 
a: thoughtful conclave of seven , assem.bled in out barn 
one dismal , rainy afternoon . 

"Let ' s have a theatre , n suggested Bi nny allace . 
The very thing i But where? The loft of the stable 

was ready to burst with hay provided for Gypsy , but the .· 
long room over the carriage- house was unoccupied . The 
place of all places l 

The theatre was a success , so far as it went . I 
retired from the business with · no fewer than fifteen 
hundred pins, after deducting the. headle~s , the point
less , and the crooked pins with which our doorkeeper 
frequently got "stuck" . . 

t the tenth .representation , my dramatic career was 
brought to a close by an unfortunate circumstance . e 
were playing the drama of 0 Vi illiam Te 11 , the Hero of 
Switzerland . " e had reached that exciting scene where 
Gassler, the ustrian tyrant , commands Tell to shoot 
the apple from his son's head . I was a capital marks 
man , and the big apple , only two yards distant , turned 
its russet cheek fairly towards me . 

I raised the cross- bow . Tvvang l went the whipcord ; 
but , alas l instead of hitting the apple , the arrow flew 
right into Pepper Whitcomb ' s mouth , which happened to 
be open at the time , and destroyed my aim . 

I shall never be able to banish that awful moment 
from my memory . Pepper ' s roar , expressive of astonish
ment and pain , is still ringing in my ears . I looked 
upon him as a corpse , and , glancing not far into the 
dreary future , pictured myself led forth to execution 
in the presence of the very same spectators then as 
sembled . 

Luckily poor Pepper was not seriously hurt; but 
Grandfather Nutter , appearing in the midst of the con
fusion issued an injunction against all theatricals 
thereafter, and the place was closed ; not , however , 
without a farewell speech from me , in which I said that 
this would have been the proudest moment . of my life if · 
I had not hit Pepper Whitcomb in the mouth . I then 
attributed the accident to Pepper himself , whose mouth , 
being open at the instant I fired , acted upon the arrow 
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much after the fashion of a whirlpool , and drew in the 
fatal shaft . 1 

Edith harton gives a vivid description of a youth, 

Greer. . 

Greer is a small hard muscled youth , with pleasant 
manners , a sallow face , straight hemp- coloured hair , 
and grey eyes of unexpected inwardness . He has a 
voice like thick soup , and spealcs with the slovenly 
drawl of the new generation of' Americans , dragging his 
words along like reluctant dogs on a string , and de 
priving his narrative of every shade of expression that 
intelligent intonation gives . But his eyes see so 
much that

2
they make one see even what his foggy ·voice 

obscures . . . 

This detailed description shows that the personality of 

youth is given an important place in books of today . 

I~ a selection from Kenneth Grahame there is a realistic 

dialogue between a little girl and her dolls . 

Charlotte , a little girl , is telling a story to 
her doll family . Jerry , one member or the doll family , 
remains passive until Charlotte gets the story well 
under way , and then quietly heels over in Rosa ' s 
direction . 

"If you ' d been in the garden ,t' went on Charlotte 
reproachfully , "and flopped down like that when the 
<4ueen said 'Off .. with his head 1' she ' d have offed with 
your head; but Jerry wasn ' t that sort of girl at all . 
She just said , ' I'm not afraid of you , you ' re nothing 
but a pack of cards ' - - 0 dear l I ' ve got to the end al
ready , and I hadn ' t begun hardly 1 I never can make my 
stori~s last out l Never mind , I 111 tell you another one . " 3 

I have examined modern poetry to determine to what ex-

tent Infantilism is treated by the poets ~ I find that child.rel 

l Summary from: Beals , Barnicle , Terry , Readin_B! in Descrip-
tion and Narration, 23- 25 . 

2 Beals , Barnicle , Terry: Readings in Des cri otion and Narra-
tion , 142 

3 Ibicrr-!83-185 
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re not neglected in poetry . Franklin P . Adams has written 

poem Those Two Boys which gives a contrasting description 

of a good and a bad lad . The Lincoln -Child by James Oppenheim 

nd Echoes of Childhood by lice Corbin are poems dealing wit~ 

children . Thomas Macdonagh has written a poem ishes For Mz 
Son . I shall quote the last stanza of the poem: 

But for you , so small and young , 
Born on St . Cecilias ' Day , 
I in more harmonicus song 
Now · for nearer joys -should pray- 
Simple joys; the natur~l growth 
Of your childhood and your youth , 
Courage , innocence , and truth: 
These for you , so small and young , 
In your hand and heart and tongue . 1 

Louis Untermeyer has written poems about chi ldren , en

titled Ten Years Old and To Dick, On His Sixth Birthday . Thes 

poems may be enjoyed by chi ldren as well as adults . 

~ by Iris Barry tells about a boy who disappeared 

from a porch while the parents were a -ttending a reception . 

fuen we called him , 
Vi e found the porch empty , 
Hop- vines and ivy trembled there , 

frame lacking its picture . 
Nor can any. tell us 

ether he ran along the road or the field- pat •2 

Clifford Bax has pictured a country school girl in his 

poem In The Train . 

1 Untermeyer : Modern British Poetrz, 191 

2 Strong: The Best Poems of 1925 , 16 
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Suddenly from a wayside station 
In she comes ,--a little satchelled 
Country schoolgirl , · 
Jocund as a field of cowslips . l 

In the poem Mr . Bond by Eric Chilman the children ' s 

adoration for an old man is described . 

1 e children ran beside him to adore , 
nd searched with him for hidden fairylands . 

natural picture of a little boy is given by Susan 

Miles in her poem ~ittle Boy . 3 

You are a 11 ttle boy · 
earing your first school cap 
nd gartered stockings . 

You are accompanied daily to your school- gut 
By your mother 1s charlady . 

In the last stanza of her poem she assumes a philo-

sophical attitude toward childhood: 

But your round- eyed solemnity , 
Your beautiful seriousness , 
Your sudden .gaieties•; 
Your unin termi ttent. friendliness , 
Your zest , 
Your outraged propriety, 
These , little boy , 
You never will remember , 

nd , since they seem to me 
Not wholly unworthy of remembrance , 
I here record them , · 

Ten Years Old is an autobiographical episode by Harriet 

Monroe . The child has become so popular in poetry that one 

1 Strong : 
2 Strong : 
3 Strong : 

The Best Poems of 1924 , 22 
The Best Poems of 1924 , 39 
T.ne Best Poems of rn, 149 
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poet , Fredegond Shove , has compared spri'ng to a child in his 

poem Infant Spring . 

Soft and pure fell the snow , 
Pure , soft , the new lamb lay . 
February in the field , 
Sun ' s heat far away , 
ave's cry sad and strange , 

Lamb ' s cry weak and wild , 
No buds in the bleak thorn ~edge ; 
Spring is but a tiny child . 

Edith Sitwell has written a poem of her childish life , 

entitled Yesterday . 

Sweet was my childish life to me 
Like the first spring dream of a hawthorn tree . 2 

verse for children which may be enjoyed by the grown- up too . 

If you reprove Johnny for dawdling at his dressing you may 

be disturbing him in the midst_ of a momentous decision . 

Shall I go off to South America? 
Shall I put out in my ship at sea? 
Or get in my cage and be lions and tiger? 
Or shall I be only me? 

I have quoted these various examples of children in 

verse to iltus tra te that the subject is being treated in 

modern poetry . I have not attempted to search .all modern 

poetry but f eel sure that my reading shows the trend of 

Infantilism fairly . 

If children improve the quality of poetry as one writer · 

1 Strong: Best Poems of 1924 , 181 
2 Ibid 
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believes , we may conclude that the quality of modern . poetry 

is at its best . "Those poets have ever been the greatest 

whose hearts, have been in tune with all innocent loveliness ; 

and that where among the poetry of any epoch we do not see 

a child ' s face peeping out somewhe~e or other , we may safe

ly conclude that the society and the poetry of the said 

epoch, were in a low and miserable condition . "1 Another 
~ 

writer thinks that the correct portrayal of child nature 

is the gift of a few . "The correct portrayal of child-nature 

has ever been the fight of a favored few . The subject seem

ingly so simple , is as evasive as the odor of the flower , or 

the vibration of a musical sound . "2 

Infantilism may have reached the height of its popular

ity . The adult has allllost been pushed into the background . 

There seems to be a slight reaction now against the child . 

Agnes Repplier wrote against it as ea:rly as 1923 . "Bad , 
.• 

clever , little boys; sensitive , dreamy , ghost- seeing little 

boys; amatory little boys, who at nine or eleven have en

rolled themselves in the great cruising brotherhood of the 

Pilgrims of Love no longer fill our magazines . to the ex-

. clusion of grown-up people . It almost seems as though the 

harmless necessary adult were coming into his own again . " 3 

1 

3 

nchild as _Seen by the Poets" in Electric Magazine LXXIX 
. . ( July , 1872) , 81 ,, 
Colbron , Grace: ttThe Child of the Slums in Literature" 

in Booknian _. IX· ( ·pril, 1889) , 165 
Repplier: "doncern~ng Childrentt in Independent CX (March , 

192.3) , 183 
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nother complaint against Inf'antilism is found -in the 

tlantic Monthly . 0 The jaded tra_veler buys a weekly or a 

monthly at ~he newstand , in the hope of temporarily forgett 

ing h:ls domestic duties and suburban sorrows; but instead of' 

finding a tale of' adventure , love or crime , to refresh a soul 

thirsting for romance , he is confronted by an exhaustive stud 

or the conditions leading to young Harry ' s latest deed , or 

the psychological motives inspiring _little Lucy's last say

ing . Surely a potent cause of the recent popularity o_f the 

juvenile is its felicitous lending of itself to illustration . 

There is a satirical article written in amusing dialogue 

by Newman Levy about the rearing of children . 

~e attended a parents ' meeting at the Thoreau 
School where Virgil , our six- year - old son , as supposed
ly being educated . The Thoreau School is one of those 
experimental institutions of learning that are turning 
out f'ree, untrammeled , and uninhibited citizens of' the 
future . It was with some surprise , therefore , that we 
had re·ceived an announcement that the topic to be dis 
cussed at the parents' meeting was 'manners' . We had 
assumed all along that manners was one subject; f'ran 
which the Thoreau School held earnestly aloof; Virgil ' s 
development as an untrammelled and uninhibited citizen 
of' the future had confirmed us in this belief. 

lively dialogue followed in which each mother interrup -

ed the speaker to tell about her own child . As a result no 

one completed his speech or talked about the subject for 

discussion .2 

1 "Magazine Childn in : tlantic Monthly XCIX {February , 1907) 
. 286 . 

2 Summary from: Levy, -" e ttend a Parents 1 Meeting'' in 
Desc1"iption and Narration by Beals, 'Barnicle , Terry, 
196 
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Levy illustrated with this dialogue the futility of this 

type of school .for children . One could not expect the childr n 

to be manner_ly with such rude parents ·. 

l:I_uxley thinks that the child is receiving too much atten. 

tion . He writes , "In America , especially , the exaltation of 

childish values has reached such a pitch that adult life is 

largely sacrificed to child life . In the family circle it 

is the children who call the tune , the elders must obedient 

ly . follow . Each generation is expected to sac~if1° ce its 

adulthood on the altar of the next generation. How silly 

this is the simplest arithmetic will serve to show . We are 

children for twenty years; we are mature for forty or fifty . 

The exaltation of infantile values prevents people from 

living properly during at least two- thirds of their natural 

lives . Childhood unquestionably has its rights ; but so also 

has maturity . These adult rights are at least as worthy of 

respect as those o.f the child . "1 

From these various extracts from articles we can see 

that there has begun a slight opposition against Infantilism . 

It will be interesting to study the effect of this opposition 

·in the future . Perhaps it will result in the exclusion of 

the child from literature , or at least , the chil9, may not 

continue to be as popular as he has been since the novels 

of Dickens . 

1 Huxley: "The Cult of the Infantilen in The New Current 
piges t III. (April, 1933) , 596 -



CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSIONS 

It has .been my purpose to study the development of 

Infant-ilism in li tera tu.re from antiquity to the present 

time . I have not included all the.writers who have written 

about children , but have tried to select the authors who 

have contributed to the development of Infantilism. 

I have shown that early literature was devo i d•of 

realistic children . 

Second , I have shown that an early hint of Infantilism 

began with illiam Cartwright ' s Consideration , written dur

ing the seventeenth century . The ideal of the child from 

this time on gradually appears . Infantilism is developed 

further during the later eighteenth century by the 

novelists Defoe , Fielding , and Smollett , and the poets , 

Burns , Prior , and Blake . During the . nineteenth century 

r-ordsworth makes a big contribution to Infantilism . Then 

the movement reaches its height of development in the 

novels of Dickens , Thackeray , and Eliot . The subject of 

childhood invaded the poetry of this century in the writings 

of Swinburne , rnold , Tennyson , and Browning • 

. Third , I have tried to determine what caused the writer 

to change their attitude toward the child in literature . T 

movement of Infantilism conforms with the ideas of the 

Romantic. Movement , which brought with it a new human sympat 
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toward people who had been treated with con tempt by an 

aristocrati~ ageo The realistic tendency in fiction which 

sets before itself as its main object to picture ordinary 

life , no doubt·, helped to make the child popular in the 

novel . In realistic treatment of ordinary life , children· 

cannot be kept in the background . 

I have found a slight opposit~on to Infantilism , but . 

I think that we can conclude that as long as .child- life is 

treated in an artistic manner , it will not only be assured 

of a large circle of readers , but will have a most wholesome 

influence o 
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